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A spatio-temporal model of anisotropic propagation of the dehydration front in 
Na3P309 �9 6H20 single-crystals is discussed. It is based on the assumption that dehydration 
proceeds as a periodic displacement of the reaction front from one reacting elementary bloc~k to 
another, and that experimentally fixed dehydration patterns are composed of a multitude of 
elementary patterns having the same shape. The model can be applied to other crystals. 

On the basis of  a kinetic investigation of  the dehydration front propagation on 
the surface and into the volume of sodium cyclotriphosphate hexahydrate 
(NaaP30 9 �9 6H20 ) single-crystals in various directions, depending on the temper- 
ature and the relative air humidity, an experimental model o f  this process has been 
proposed [1-3]. It has been shown that in vacuum and air at low relative humidity 
(r) the process takes place according to a scheme of  uniform surface localization. 
The resulting planar reactant-product interface penetrates into the crystal, and the 
unreacted tranparent nucleus acquires the form of  a parallelepiped which, 
depending on temperature, contracts homothetically or nonhomothetically. At 
about 30 ~ homothetic contraction prevails. At 10 ~ the contraction becomes 
nonhomothetic and the contracting nucleus gradually elongates along the b axis. If  
dehydration is carried out in humid air at r ~< 25-30% (t = 20-50~ then the (100), 
(010) and (001) crystal faces react in the sequence of  decrease of  their activity, 
according to a scheme of  spot surface localization: first the (100), then the (001) and 
finally the (010) face. The shape of the well-defined dehydration patterns varies 
from one face to another. However, the linear rate of  dehydration front 
propagation on faces in one and the same direction remains constant. 

The coincidence of  the kinetic parameters of  the three stages of  the overall 
process (mass toss, destruction of  initial crystal lattice and crystallization of  a new 
phase) obtained by independent experimental methods (gravimetry, microscopy 
and X-ray techniques) allows identification of  the visually observed interface with 
the reaction zone and analysis of  the connection between the Na3P309 .6H20  
crystal structure and the dehydration patterns which appear in a wet 
atmosphere [4]. 
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Analysis of the NaaPaO9.6H20 crystal structure shows that water molecule 
layers divided by anionic cycle layers exit on the (010) and (001) faces. These layers 
coincide with the planes of crystal cracking which exit on the same faces. If we draw 
straight lines along the water molecule layers and join them through one or two unit 
cells, we obtain simple configurations which on the level of the elementary cell 
reflect the shape of the experimentally observed dehydration patterns. Thus, the 
observed dehydration pattern can be regarded as a set of elementary patterns 
having the same shape. If the penetration of the reaction zone into the volume of 
the crystal is taken into account, the elementary patterns can be considered as 
projections of an elementary reacting block to the corresponding crystal face. 

In our case the block shape is determined by the spatial arrangement of layers of 
anionic cycles. Consequently, the dehydration process on the unit cell level can be 
regarded as a periodic displacement of the reaction front from one reacting 
elementary block to another. This suggestion has allowed us to explain some 
pecularities,, of the anisotropic decomposition of NaaP309 �9 6H20 crystals. 

Let us consider the reaction front propagation on the (010) face, where the shape 
of the elementary dehydration pattern is close to a rectangle (Fig. 1). Let the 
reaction start with block A and propagate at a rate of two blocks per time unit in 
direction a, perpendicular to the layers of the anionic cycles, and at a rate of four 
blocks per time unit in direction c, parallel to both the layers of the anionic cycles 
and those of the water molecules. Now, if we consider the obtained boundaries at 
z = 1, it is seen that the shape of the pattern is similar to a rhombus, the diagonals of 
which coincide with the directions of largest rates of front propagation, i.e. 
directions a and c (Fig. 1, dashed line). As far as the real shape of the dehydration 
patterns on (010) is close to rectangular (double line), it is logical to assume that the 
adjacent blocks are activated and react rapidly (the cross-hatched ones). Indeed, 
when the activated blocks react, the water molecules inside them have the 
possibili[y to move out from the crystal lattice in two directions: perpendicularly to 
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Fig. 1 Scheme of dehydration front propagation on (010) face of the Na3P309 �9 6H20 crystal 
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the crystal face and perpendicularly to the reaction interface. As concerns molecules 
of water in non-activated blocks, they can move out only in the direction 
perpendicular to the crystal face. When the four cross-hatched blocks react, eight 
new blocks will be activated and at �9 = 1 we obtain a rectangular dehydration 
pattern with the double lined boundary. The above consideration can be used 
while explaining the considerable differences in rates of front propagation on the 
surface and into the volume of the NaaP309 �9 6H20 crystal in identical directions. 

If we consider the reaction front propagation into the volume of the crystal, we 
can see that the water molecules can leave the crystal lattice only in the direction 
perpendicular to the reaction interface. Surface blocks in contact with the gaseous 
phase are less stable and react more rapidly as compared with volume ones. 
Moreover, the water molecules of the surface blocks are in identical conditions with 
respect to the advance of the reaction zone in various directions on the surface, and 
there are no reasons to expect serious differences in the values of the effective 
activation energy for directions a, b and c. This conclusion agrees with the 
experimental data. 

As concerns the water molecules in the volume blocks and their removal from the 
crystal lattice, the structure differences in various directions play a more important 
role. Indeed, the activation energy in vacuum for direction b is higher than that for 
directions a and c, in spite of the fact that the water molecule layers exit on both the 
(010) and (001) faces. Consideration of the NaaP309,6H20 crystal structure shows 
that molecules of water leaving the volume blocks in direction b have to overcome 
layers of anionic cycles, while evolution in other directions is favoured by the 
interlayer character of the process. 

When some water molecules leave an elementary reacting block, crystallochem- 
ical stages take place, resulting in collapse of the block. So far as the molar volume 
of the reaction product is somewhat less than that of the initial hydrate, water 
removal from neighbouring blocks is not limited by the reaction product layer and 
the reaction proceeds in the kinetic region. 

The model considered can be applied to other objects. It will be useful in 
investigations of the peculiarities of anisotropic reaction front propagation in 
crystals, depending on the structure of the crystal lattice and on the reactivities of 
the crystal faces. 
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Zmmmmenfs~s,~ng - -  Ein Zeit- und Raummodell der anisotropischen Fortsehreitung der 
Dehydratationsgrenzfl/iche in NaaP309" 6H20 Einkristallen wird diskutiert. Das Modell ist auf einer 
Annahme begriindet, dass die Wasserabspaltung als eine periodische Propagation der 
Reaktionsgrenzfl/iche von einem reagierendem Elementarblock zu anderem verl/iuft und dass die 
experimentell fixierte Entw/isserungsfiguren aus einer Menge yon Elementartiguren yon identischer 
Form zusammengestellt sind. Das Modell kann auf andere Kristallen verbreitet werden. 

Pe31oMe - -  PaCCMOTpeHa rlpocTpaacTaeHno-apeMeltnast Mo)le~b aaltaOTpOnnoro npo~anxenna 
dpponTa/tern)lpaTaurin a MOItOKpI4CTa.rI2IaX Na3P30 9 �9 6H20. Mo,ae.ab ocnoBana Ha npegnoaoxennn, 
aXO ~ern~paTauna upOrlCXO~ttT nyTeM nepHo~tnqecroro nepeMeulenna pearuaounoro qbponTa OT 
o/lnoro 3aeMenTapnoro pearnpy~omero 6~ora r ~IpyroMy, a qXO arcnepnMenxaabno dpngcnpyeMble 
qbarypu JIern~paTauna cocraaaenu n3 MHoxecTBa 3aeMeaxapnux qbnryp o~nnaroao~ ~bOpMbl. 
Mo2Ienb MOXeT 6blTb pacnpocTpanena Ha ~Ipyrue rpacTaa~u. 


